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A message from the President

H

ello and thank you for taking the time to check out our annual
Impact Report document. I hope you’re able to gather what
we’ve done over the academic year 2019 – 20, and all the great
achievements, campaigns, and collaborative projects we’ve worked on.
This has definitely been a very challenging year for all of us – but before
I delve into the details, I would like to thank everyone from the
Students’ Union, our student groups – sports, societies and
student media – University of Westminster and the Quintin
Hogg Trust for all the support and exceptional level of
engagement this year. It really has been one to remember!
We’ve had an amazing start to the year; we completely
rebranded the organisation to ensure we are
representative of our members and launched a brandnew website – one that is accessible to all our students.
We kicked off September in great style. For the first
time, we hosted our first Freshers’ Fair in P3 Ambika to
encourage the building of stronger communities across all
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our sites. We hit record numbers with approximately
3000 students signing up to student groups, and
over 5000 students attended the fairs.
A big focus for us this year was taking the time to
speak with our members – the ‘Voice Week’ initiative
involved the SU staff speaking directly with over
1000 students to understand the changes they want
from their University experience. Learning from the
success of Voice Week, we made the decision to personally engage with students during the COVID-19
pandemic by hosting a Q&A session with the UoW Vice Chancellor. Students had the chance to ask
questions that worried them about their final semester of studies; this had over 70 attendees.
We launched our new social space at Regent Street campus – The Hideaway; a £400K development
project to provide students with exactly what they asked for: a space to socialise, relax, and have fun.
This development also involved converting the Old Gym to make it more accessible for sports and societies.
I am privileged to announce our funding for the development of the Cavendish social space has been
confirmed by our partners the Quintin Hog Trust and the project will begin over the summer 2020.
It has been a difficult end to the year, but I am proud of the hard work that we have put in to ensure
that the interest of students is at the forefront of everything that we are doing and achieving. I
believe that, even in these uncertain times, we are able to provide excellent services and support
building communities to a high standard.

Ibrahim Alzaid UWSU President
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A message from the CEO

I

am delighted to be able to jointly present the Union’s impact
report for the academic year 2019/2020 in which has been a
very successful year for the Union and which ended in difficult
and challenging times due to the worldwide health pandemic which
was difficult for all. The Union responded effectively and proactively to
this thus to change its service delivery to ensure the best possible
representation and lobbying wins for our members.
The Union has ended the year with numerous student
voice wins, a more stable financial position, more engaged
membership and recognition from external organisations
on the quality and impact of what we deliver daily.
We remain grateful to all its stakeholders but particularly
the University of Westminster and the Quintin Hogg
Trust for their generous financial support alongside their
advice and access in order to allow the Union to deliver
its objectives and continually grow and improve our
impact on the students studying at Westminster.
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I encourage you to read this entire report to see the breadth and depth of our work over the last
year, but I have listed my five highlights below:

1

Achieving numerous external recognition which includes but not is limited to; Investors in People Status, Quality Students’
Unions, Disability Confident and Institute of Leadership and Management Centre Status.

2

Delivering a record-breaking elections turnout of 23% which is more than double the previous year and put the Union in the top
quartile of performance within the Students’ Union sector.

3

Dramatically increasing student group engagement to a level where now one in six students are now members of a student
group. In addition to a growth in membership, the frequency and breadth of student group activity have risen to new heights.

4

Successfully opening a half-a-million-pound new social space for students at the Regent Street campus which has enabled a
home for the Union alongside bringing more sporting activity back on campus in one of the oldest gyms in London.

5

Launching a new wellbeing workstream in partnership with the University that will enable us to ensure all our staff a Mental
Health First Aid (MHFA) trained and that our student leaders all receive the Student Minds ‘Look After Your Mate’ training.

Finally, I wanted to thank our wonderful officers, staff and volunteers who have enabled the Union to
achieve the impacts cited within this report. I am delighted that such a high percentage (98%) of our
full-time staffing team feel the Students’ Union is such a good place to work. We have built a positive
culture at the Union through the co-creation of a long-term strategy and accompanying people plan
which has had a positive impact on the organisation and our people.

Michael Wigg CEO
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VOICE & REPRESENTATION
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921 Course Reps
35 School Reps
4807 voters in UWSU elections
23% election turnout
6 Student Councils
115 FANS
1k Voice Week responses

Elections
February 2020 saw UWSU beat the Union’s
previous elections record, gaining a 23%
turnout in the Union Elections. 19,091
votes were cast by 4,807 voters across 14
different full-time and part-time roles, and 41
candidates ran for a position. With support
from the entire UWSU team and student staff,
elections information and promotion were
present on all main campuses as well as online,
whilst voting took place entirely online.
UWSU hosted the Elections Debate Night and
Results Night both at the Hideaway on Regent
Street Campus, for the first time ever – these
events were well-attended by students, and
enabled the Union to showcase our diverse
candidates, and for the students to meet their
new Officers for 2020/2021.

Elections: Digital Highlights
the Next Leader
• BeFacebook
video: 10.6k views
Union: Elections
• Student
Facebook Video: 7.8k views
candidates
• Election
Instagram post: 165 likes
Night Instagram
• Results
post: 230 likes
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Voice Week
In November 2019, UWSU embarked on a mission
to find out what changes Westminster students
would like to see in the future through the first-ever
Voice Week campaign. The campaign received 1,021
responses giving feedback on academic matters, the
University and Union spaces, social life, and facilities.

“There has been a massive
improvement in the SU.
The SU this year has
been soooo much better
than last year.”
VOICE WEEK 2019 RESPONDENT

Academic Representation

👉

During this academic year, the Voice & Representation team recruited 921 Course Representatives
(72% of whom are officially trained), and 35 School Representatives (92% officially trained). 282 of
our Course Reps will receive a Course Rep certificate and Westminster Employability Award points
for their contribution for going above and beyond to represent the academic interests of their peers.
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• 94% of Course Reps say they have learned valuable skills in their role
• 90% of Course Reps feel supported to create change on their course
• 89% of Course Reps report an understanding of barriers to education that
impact student experience (e.g. the BAME attainment gap)
• 88% of Course Reps feel more employable as a result of their participation

“I didn’t know I could make
such a difference in my fellow
students’ experience. My
employability and personal skills
have greatly been impacted and
improved and I am very proud I
was a course rep.”
COURSE REP IN THE COURSE REP REPORT

UWSU hosted six Student Councils
this year, with over 250 total
attendees throughout the academic
year. The Union also pioneered
Westminster’s first-ever online
Student Councils in March and April,
with 61 students (our record for
the year) attending on March 5th
in Regent Street Campus, and 58
students attending the first online
Student Council & Student Members
Meeting in March 2020.

“I built a very strong
relationship with some of
my colleagues and improved
my communication skills, my
confidence to talk to lecturers,
course leaders and academic
staff has improved dramatically.”
COURSE REP IN THE COURSE REP REPORT

“Having been course rep previously,
this year the role truly played
a vital part as we dealt with an
unprecedented situation. It was
helpful to work collaboratively
with our course leader and to act
proactively as issues arose.”
COURSE REP IN THE COURSE REP REPORT
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“This has been the BEST
experience ever, I have learnt a
lot from my overall experience as
a FAN, which will aid me in many
circumstances throughout life.
I have made friends I see more
faces I recognise at the university.”

FANS Scheme
In 2019/2020, UWSU recruited and trained 115 FANS (Friends
of Arriving New Students) who played a key part in welcoming
the new students in their first term, introducing them to
the University and student life, including the Students’
Union. FANS received glowing feedback from many firstyear students and University course leaders , and form an
irreplaceable part of our students’ journeys.

“Thank you to all (FANS) for your
support this week, we would not
have managed without you. The
students have also been extremely
complementary about you all and the
activities you have run over the week.
BA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT COURSE LEADER
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FANS VOLUNTEER

“The feedback from all
course leaders in Life
Sciences was that the
FANS did an exceptional
job and are a huge
credit to us.”
LIFE SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
COURSE LEADER

“I would like to personally say how
amazing the FANS were in ensuring we
didn't struggle or get lost in our first
weeks on university. I can't thank them
enough for the welcoming environment
that they invited me and many others
into and it was a great pleasure to just
be a part of this adventure.”
A NEW WESTMINSTER STUDENT
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Other Student Voice/Representation achievements

• Launched Digital Rep tool on our website in December 2019
Get to Know Your Postgraduate Officer event and Open
• Hosted
Door Campaign with VP Postgraduate Education Ismahan Nur
our first-ever Student Voice Conference: training by Union
• Hosted
staff outlined to Course Reps how UWSU and the Sabbatical Officers

represent students’ academic interest, provided a refresher of their
Course Rep training, as well as informing them on how to market their
Course Rep skills on their CV

• Held a FANS Celebration Event in December (with 70 FANS attending)
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Student Viewpoint

Tori Burnett
Team Leader of UWSU Street Team, winner of
Student Staff Member of the Year Award 2020, Spirit
Cheerleading Captain, and School Rep. 2nd year student.

I
"

couldn’t imagine how my life would be
without the SU. It would be so different,
everything I do has been enriched by being
involved in the SU from the start.
I didn’t want my university experience to be one
where I don’t talk to anyone on campus and
then go to my flat to be by myself. I wanted to
be involved, I was a bit older when I started
university, and being part of the SU gave me
an ‘in’. I was a Course Rep and joined the
Cheerleading team in my first year, and I’ve
also been a FAN – people in the university now
know me through all the different roles I’ve had
through the SU.

The SU gave me a
chance to not just
have a different job
experience than I’d
had before, but
different sporting
experience,
different social
experiences and a
chance to make a
much bigger group of
friends. I wouldn’t have
got the experiences I’ve had
anywhere else. All of my friends
at uni I’ve met through the SU somehow, so the
social aspect is really important.
After working with the SU I have so much more
experience that leaves me open to apply for so
many different jobs, and I have more stuff to talk
about to potential employers. I have learned how
to balance my various roles and responsibilities
so much better through the SU. Working on
campus with flexible hours means that I don’t
have to work seven different part-time jobs
anymore, and it’s given me so much time back.

"
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WELLBEING

500+ Advice cases
6.5k UWSU Advice
interactions with students
89% of students feel UWSU
has made them welcome
since their arrival
16

Between June 2019 and the end of May 2020, UWSU Advice dealt
with over 500 cases, helping students with academic advice ranging
from mitigating circumstance claims to issues with assessment,
complaints and appeals.

Covid-19
Stay Connected Scheme
UWSU worked with Santander to
provide laptops to students who
needed them to continue to access
teaching during lockdown. In May,
the Union had become number
one in regional university response
to the pandemic by speedily
responding to the students’ new
needs.
Work for Us Scheme
UWSU created this scheme to offer
students work opportunities during
the global pandemic, with a variety
of roles available to suit different
skills sets and availabilities.

Other changes during lockdown
UWSU worked closely together with the University
of Westminster to address the new situation with
Covid-19, aiming to make the situation fairer to
students. The changes implemented include:

● Replacement of exams in spring 2020 with online assessment
● Changes to Mitigating Circumstances that allow students to
either have an extension to their submission deadline or defer
their assessment
● No documentary evidence required for all mitigating 		
circumstance claims relating to Covid-19
● Credits required for undergraduate students to progress to the
next level reduced from 100 to 80
● The number credits used to classify undergraduate and 		
postgraduate degrees have been reduced so that 20 least
successful credits are discounted
● Graduation ceremonies this summer have been postponed until
later so that any currently graduating student will be able to
attend their ceremony safely
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Wellbeing Wednesdays
After lobbying from the Union and its Sabbatical Officers, the University committed to implement
Wellbeing Wednesdays for all undergraduate students in autumn 2019. This means that there is no
teaching scheduled between 1 pm and 5 pm on Wednesdays (barring exceptional circumstances).
The aim of Wellbeing Wednesdays is to support the mental and physical wellbeing of Westminster
students, and give them space to pursue extracurricular activities of their choice, from sports and
student group activities to volunteering, career events, or personal development.

Other Wellbeing work we did this year:
•
•
•
•

Black History Month: a month of events around mental health and celebrating the black community at Westminster

•

Secured funding for a Housing Advisor (starting in the 2020/2021 academic year) to work as part of the
SU team and support students with housing
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BAME Students’ Network launched in October 2019
International Students’ Network launched in November 2019
VP Undergraduate Education Jamilla Torres surveyed Westminster students’ thoughts on late exams,
and wrote and presented a paper to lobby that the University would have no exams after 6 pm

UWSU Advice
UWSU Advice has received warm feedback from students who have used it
throughout the year, below are some highlights from the feedback.

“You give me so much helpful information and I feel much better now and not so anxious. I cannot put into words
ow kind you are to me. Many thanks for your warm and kind advice!!” – Student with an academic misconduct case
“Thank you so much for your warm and kind reply. Now I think I'm much tougher and stronger to deal with things
that happened to me. Thanks a lot for all your support!” – Student with an academic misconduct case
“You really have supported me the most throughout this time, without you it would’ve been very difficult to handle
all this honestly. I really appreciate all the help and time you have dedicated to support my case, thank you very much.”
– Student with an academic misconduct case
“I have really appreciated your advice, it has actually given me a lot of hope as I was really stressed about [the issue].”
– Student with an academic misconduct case
“Thank you so much for checking in with me. I'm sorry I didn't answer sooner! Thank you so much for keeping an
eye out for me.” – Student with a disciplinary case
“I really appreciate this, along with your informative telephone call. You've been absolutely wonderful and I'll let
you know how I get on. Thank you for being easy to talk to, and super helpful.” – Student with a complaint case
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STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

90 societies - 2545 members
13 new societies in 2019/2020
25 sports clubs - 534 members
7 new sports clubs in 2019/2020
120 Awards viewers
£25,815 awarded to student groups
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Student Leaders Summit
The academic year for student groups started
with the Student Leaders Summit (SLS) in Harrow.
Over one hundred student group committees
attended the training day in September, receiving
training on various Union practices from GDPR
to website usage, and on how they can improve
their groups and provide an excellent
experience for their members.

“The SLS was a helpful
introduction to running the
Society and was good to put
faces to names of the SU staff.
This also made me feel more
comfortable approaching the
SU at later junctures as I
already had an awareness
of who each person was.”
SOCIETY COMMITTEE MEMBER

Societies

This year, UWSU had 90 different societies, with a total of 2545 members.
Thirteen new societies were founded this year:

Hellenic & Cypriot Society
Hindu Society
WRDS Society
Azerbaijan Society
Iraqi Society

Vegan Society
Photography Society
South Asian Social Society
Otaku Society
Christian Union

Somali Society
Spoken Word Society
Marxist Society
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Societies
The University of Westminster Islamic
Society raised the most money of all the
ISOCs in London during Charity Week,
raising over £7,700 for Islamic Relief.

●

92% student group committee members
said their time as a student group leader
has helped them develop valuable skills
and experiences

●

72% student group committee members
had a positive experience running a
student group

●
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76% of student group committee members
felt confident that they can describe the
benefits of their time as a student leader

“I had a great experience
with the team, everyone
was very supportive of each
other (not only in terms
of academics but also in
personal achievements).
Being on the committee
gave me insight into what
goes into the society behind
the scenes & allowed me
first-hand access.
This was a great
opportunity that I enjoyed
thoroughly.”
SOCIETY COMMITTEE MEMBER

Smoke Media
Smoke Media won big at the Student Radio
Association Awards in November. Smoke Radio
was named the best student radio in the country,
and they also received the following awards:

★ Best Student Radio Station (Gold)
★ Best Specialist Music Programming (Gold, Gyal from Brum)
★ Best Interview (Gold & Silver, Gyal from Brum)
★ Best Station Sound (Gold)
★ Best Entertainment Programme (Gold, Thursday Breakfast with Gabriel and Joe)
★ Best Podcast (Bronze, The Passion Fruit Podcast)
★ Best Live Event or Outside Broadcast (Bronze, 24 Hour Broadcast in aid of Movember)
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UWSU Dragons
In 2019/2020, UWSU Dragons was the home
for 25 different sports clubs, with a total of
534 members.

“I love the fact
that I have
done this job.”

Seven new sports clubs were started this year:

SPORTS CLUB COMMITTEE MEMBER

UWSU Awards 2020
In April 2020, UWSU organised its first-ever online Awards ceremony.
Livestreaming the ceremony with UWSU staff and Sabbatical Officers
presenting the nominees and awards and featuring live video

Athletics, Dodgeball, E-Sports, Hockey, MMA,
Volleyball, and Rock Climbing all started this year.

from nominees enabled the students to attend the Awards from
their homes. The ceremony was hugely successful, receiving
excellent feedback and an audience of 205 on the day it was
livestreamed, and over 300 views later on.

Some of our Dragons’ biggest wins were:

Society and Student Media Awards Winners

★ Men’s Basketball 1st Team won BUCS division 2A and the South Eastern Conference Cup

Best New Society: South Asian Social Society
Most Improved Society of the Year: Islamic Society
Student Journalist of the Year: Derrian Douglas
Outstanding Contribution to Student Media: Stephen Bailey
Society President of the Year: Dain Son of the Environmental Society
Society Event of the Year: Musical Theatre - In The Heights
Student Group of the Year: Islamic Society

★ Women’s Basketball won BUCS 3A
★ Men’s Tennis won BUCS 4
★ Adamos Zavallis from the UWSU Elite Athlete Programme entered
24

two national competitions, finishing in the top 25 of his category
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UWSU Awards 2020
Outstanding Contribution to UWSU Winners

Contribution to Student Community: Jordan Blanchard
Student Employee of the Year: Tori Burnett
UWSU Personality of the Year: Khadeeja Idrissi Yahyaoui
Outstanding Contribution the FANS Scheme: Mariam Sultani
Sports Awards

Most Improved Team: Rowing Club
Player of the Year: Adamos Zavallis
Sports Committee of the Year: Dance Team
Biggest Sporting Achievement: Women's Basketball
Captain of the Year: Emily Yarwood
Team of the Year: Men's Basketball 1st Team
Quintin Hogg Award
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Joint Winners: Tyree Blake-Baiely & Omotola Ogunpitan

Other Student Opportunities achievements
●

Working on our first Sports Strategy together with the University and the Quintin Hogg Trust

●

Improving the Harrow Sports Hall (after lobbying from VP Activities Gerald Aguilar): floor repairs
were made, and new lighting and mechanical winch basketball hoops were added

Student Viewpoint

Megan Le
Taekwondo Captain, Treasurer of Korean Society,
President of Marrow Society. 1st year student.

"I

would recommend everyone just go for it,
get new experiences and make the most of
your uni life, especially if you’re in first year!

One of the major things I’ve enjoyed about being
involved in student groups has been being able to
plan big events like Marroween with the Korean
Society, Marrow Society and Musical Theatre Society.

If I wasn’t a part of these
groups, I think it would
have been very hard,
especially to make friends
outside of my own course.
If I didn’t join these societies
I think I’d probably keep
more to myself and not be
as open as I am now.
Communicating with people with similar
interests has been another one of the highlights
of this experience for me. I have definitely gained
better organisation skills! Through interacting
with other people I’ve become more perceptive
of other’s needs and more open-minded, too.
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ENTERPRISE
5k+ Freshers Fair attendees
Achieved Best Bar None Gold accreditation
1.9k Humpit meals and snacks sold in
the Hideaway
6k Starbucks drinks sold in the Hideaway
2k+ Messy Mondays attendees
7 student groups events hosted in our spaces
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50 student staff members recruited and
trained to run our spaces

The Hideaway
In October 2019, UWSU opened a brandnew social space on the Regent Street
campus: The Hideaway. With funding from
the Quintin Hogg Trust, UWSU transformed
this previously mainly unused location
into a multi-use space for students, with a
Starbucks and Humpit snacks available.
The Hideaway has been a success in its
first year, receiving great feedback from
students, including a wish for more similar
spaces on other campuses. UWSU have
trained 10 student staff members as
Starbucks Baristas, and had two tasting
events this year: Christmas (with carol
singing and lots of freebies) as well as
Blonde Roast launch promotional event.
UWSU also hosted two student groups events in the Hideaway this
year: Marroween (Marrow Society, Korean Society, Musical Theatre
Society) and Wells Street Journal Issue Launch.
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Freshminster and Freshers’ Fair
Freshminster, our Freshers period, brought with it a host of events and
fun things for students to explore, including clubbing events and a
Freshers Fair. UWSU broke the previous Messy Mondays record during
Freshers, with over 500 students attending the year’s first Messys.
The Freshers Fair was held September 18-20, 2019, the first day at
the Forum on Harrow campus and the following two in P3 on the
Marylebone campus. 80 student groups, 30 external and 11 internal
exhibitors participated, and student groups showcased their activities
through live demonstrations.
UWSU gave out five thousand goodie bags during Freshers, introduced
students to activities they can take part in whilst at university, and
provided a welcoming environment for the first days at Westminster for
thousands of students.

●
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84% of attendees rated their Freshers experience as very/somewhat good

Green Impact
Throughout the academic year, UWSU worked hard on the environmental impact of the Union as a member of the NUS Green Impact programme. The work UWSU has done on Green
Impact include:

Added a book swap shelf in The Hideaway
● Created a second-hand online marketplace in partnership with Paperclip (uwsumarket.com)
● Ran a survey to find out Westminster students’ sustainability priorities
●

Student Groups Events Hosted at the Loft this year
LGTI ‘Coming Out Day’ Party
● Smoke Radio Halloween Party
● Cheerleading Dragons Party
● LGBTI & Smoke Radio Christmas Party
● Valentines Dragons Party (Cheerleading, Men’s Football and Dance)
●
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MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

Other Enterprise work achieved this year

★ Brought Krispy Kreme doughnuts to the Corner Shop with great success
★ Launched cashless payments in the Loft and Undercroft

4.2k Instagram followers

Student Viewpoint

Gregton Cameron
The Corner Shop Team Leader. 3rd year student.

"I

was the Team Leader in the Corner
|Shop on Harrow campus this year,
and overall I’ve worked there for about
a year and a half.
Through this role I’ve learned to take
responsibility (while studying at the same
time!), and I liked the challenge.
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13k likes on our Facebook page
I enjoyed
working with
my friends
and making
new friends
with the people
I met while
working in the
shop, networking with
people from other courses
I wouldn’t have otherwise met.

"

8.7k Twitter followers
1.2 million UWSU website page views
72k website users / 156k website sessions
*stats correct at the time of writing on May 15th, 2020
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Website Launch

Finance: Expenditure
Expenditure total:

In August 2019, UWSU launched the newly branded website, with a completely
new look and a wealth of information available to students. The website includes
a chat button (responses mainly taken care of by our Student Receptionists),
enabling students to ask a quick question with ease.

Commercial
£392,633

Income total: £2,690,691
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Interest
£848

Media Sales,
£8,186

Block Grant
£1,335,000

Commercial
£392,633

Other Grants
£14,024

Voice
£483,904

Media Sales £8,186

Finance: Income

Benefit in Kind
£940,000

£1,458,295

Interest
£848

Enterprise
£459,358

Lifestyle,
£391,222

Benefit in Kind
£940,000

Block Grant
£1,335,000
Other Grants
£14,024

Wellbeing
£123,811
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